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Abstract. This contribution introduces an element of “aggressiveness”
into the Floor-Field based model with adaptive time-span. The aggres-
siveness is understood as an ability to win conflicts and push through the
crowd. From experiments it is observed that this ability is not directly
correlated with the desired velocity in the free flow regime. The influence
of the aggressiveness is studied by means of the dependence of the travel
time on the occupancy of a room. A simulation study shows that the
conflict solution based on the aggressiveness parameter can mimic the
observations from the experiment.
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1 Introduction

This article focuses on a microscopic study of a simulation tool for pedestrian
flow. The object of the study is a simulation of one rather small room with
one exit and one multiple entrance, which may be considered as one segment
of a large network. The behaviour of pedestrians in such environment has been
studied by our group by means of variety experiments [4,6] from the view of the
boundary induced phase transition (this has been studied theoretically for Floor-
Field model in [9]). Observing data from these experiments we have found out
that each participant has different ability to push through the crowd. Therefore,
this article is motivated by the aim to mimic such behaviour by simple cellu-
lar model, which may be applied in simulations of apparently heterogeneous
scenarios as [13,16].

The original model is based on the Floor-Field Model [7,12,14] with adap-
tive time-span [5] and principle of bonds [10]. The adaptive time span enables
to model heterogeneous stepping velocity of pedestrians; the principle of bonds
helps to mimic collective behaviour of pedestrians in lines. It is worth noting
that there is a variety of modifications of the Floor-Field model capturing dif-
ferent aspects of pedestrian flow and evacuation dynamics. Quite comprehensive
summary can be found in [15].
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In this article we focus on the solution of conflicts, which accompany all cellu-
lar models with parallel update, i.e., when more agents decide to enter the same
site/cell. In such case, one of the agents can be chosen at random to win the
conflict, the randomness can be executed proportionally to the hopping proba-
bility of conflicting agents [7]. The unresolved conflicts play an important role in
models of pedestrian evacuation. The aim to attempt the same cell may lead to
the blocking of the motion. This is captured by the friction parameter μ denot-
ing the probability that none of the agent wins the conflict. An improvement
is given by the friction function [17], which raises the friction according to the
number of conflicting agents.

In our approach we introduce an additional property determining the agent’s
ability to win conflicts, which may be understood as agent’s aggressiveness. This
characteristics has been inspired by the analyses of repeated passings of pedestri-
ans through a room under various conditions from free flow to high congestion.
As will be shown below, this characteristic significantly affects the time spent by
individual agents in the room, which is referred to as the travel time. Similar het-
erogeneity in agents behaviour has been used in [11], where the “aggressiveness”
has been represented by the willingness to overtake.

2 Experiment

The introduction of the aggressiveness as an additional model parameter is moti-
vated by the microscopic analyses of the experimental data from the experiment
“passing-through” introduced in [6]. The set-up of the experiment is shown in
Fig. 1. Participants of the experiment were entering a rectangular room in order
to pass through and leave the room via the exit placed at the wall opposite to
the entrance.

The inflow rate of pedestrians has been controlled in order to study the
dependence of the phase (free flow or congested regime) on the inflow rate α. In
order to keep stable flow through the room, pedestrians were passing the room
repeatedly during all runs of the experiment.
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Fig. 1. Taken from [6]. Left: experimental setting of the experiment, a = 7.2 m, b =
4.4 m. After the passage through the exit, participant returned to the area Y waiting for
another entry. Right: sketch of pedestrian’s hat used for automatic image recognition.
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Each participant has been equipped by a hat with unique binary code. The
automatic image recognition enables us not only to restore the pedestrians tra-
jectories but more over to assign all trajectories to individual participants. This
enables the study of individual properties of the pedestrians under a bride scale
of conditions, since for each participant there are 20 to 40 records of their
passings.

One of the investigated quantities is the travel-time TT = Tout−Tin denoting
the length of the time interval a pedestrian spent in the room between the
entrance at Tin and the egress at Tout. To capture the pedestrians behaviour
under variety of conditions, the travel time is investigated with respect to the
average number of pedestrians in the room Nmean defined as

Nmean =
1

Tout − Tin

∫ Tout

Tin

N(t)dt , (1)

where N(t) stands for the number of pedestrians in the room at time t. Figure 2
shows the scatter plot of all pairs (Nmean, TT ) gathered over all runs of experi-
ment and all participants.

The reaction of participants to the occupancy of the room significantly
differs. There are two basic characteristics that can be extracted: the mean
travel time in the free-flow regime (0–7 pedestrians) and the slope of the
travel-time dependence on the number of pedestrians in the congested regime
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Fig. 2. Scatter plot of the travel time TT with respect to the occupancy Nmean

extracted from the experiment. Three participants are highlighted. Their travel time is
approximated by the piecewise linear model. We can see that Ped. 2 has lower desired
velocity in free regime but higher ability to push through the crowd in comparison to
Ped. 4.
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(10–45 pedestrians). The former is given by the desired velocity, the latter reflects
the ability to push through the crowd, referred to as the aggressiveness. This
observation corresponds to the piece-wise linear model for each pedestrian

TT =
S

v0(i)
+ 1{N>7}(N − 7) · slope(i) + noise (2)

where S = 7.2 m, v0(i) is the free-flow velocity of the pedestrian i, slope(i) is the
unique coefficient of the linear model for pedestrian i. The breakpoint N = 7
depends from the room geometry. The weighted mean of the R2 value of the
model (2) is 0.688.

Detailed description of the experiment and its analyses has been presented
at the conference TGF 15 and will be published in the proceedings [3]. Videos
capturing the exhibition of the aggressive behaviour are available at http://
gams.fjfi.cvut.cz/peds.

3 Model Definition

The model adapts the principle of the known Floor-Field cellular model. The
playground of the model is represented by the rectangular two-dimensional lat-
tice L ⊂ Z

2 consisting of cells x = (x1, x2). Every cell may be either occupied by
one agent or empty. Agents are moving along the lattice by hopping from their
current cell x ∈ L to a neighbouring cell y ∈ N (x) ⊂ L, where the neighbourhood
N (x) is Moore neighbourhood, i.e., N (x) = {y ∈ L; maxj=1,2 |xj − yj | ≤ 1} .

3.1 Choice of the New Target Cell

Agents choose their target cells y from N (x) stochastically according to proba-
bilistic distribution P (y | x; state of N (x)), which reflects the “attractiveness”
of the cell y to the agent. The “attractiveness” is expressed by means of the
static field S storing the distances of the cells to the exit cell E = (0, 0), which
is the common target for all agents. For the purposes of this article, the euclid-
ean distance has been used, i.e., S(y) =

√|y1|2 + |y2|2. Then it is considered
P (y | x) ∝ exp{−kSS(y)}, for y ∈ N (x). Here kS ∈ [0,+∞) denotes the para-
meter of sensitivity to the field S.

The probabilistic choice of the target cell is further influenced by the occu-
pancy of neighbouring cells and by the diagonality of the motion. An occupied
cell is considered to be less attractive, nevertheless, it is meaningful to allow the
choice of an occupied cell while the principle of bonds is present (explanation of
the principle of bonds follows below). Furthermore, the movement in diagonal
direction is penalized in order to suppress the zig-zag motion in free flow regime
and support the symmetry of the motion with respect to the lattice orientation.

Technically this is implemented as follows. Let Ox(y) be the identifier of
agents occupying the cell y from the point of view of the agent sitting in cell
x, i.e. Ox(x) = 0 and for y �= x Ox(y) = 1 if y is occupied and Ox(y) = 0
if y is empty. Then P (y | x) ∝ (1 − kOOx(y)), where kO ∈ [0, 1] is again the

http://gams.fjfi.cvut.cz/peds
http://gams.fjfi.cvut.cz/peds
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parameter of sensitivity to the occupancy (kO = 1 means that occupied cell
will never be chosen). Similarly can be treated the diagonal motion defining
the diagonal movement identifier as Dx(y) = 1 if (x1 − y1) · (x2 − y2) �= 0 and
Dx(y) = 0 otherwise. Sensitivity parameter to the diagonal movement is denoted
by kD ∈ [0, 1] (kD = 1 implies that diagonal direction is never chosen).

The probabilistic choice of the new target cell can be than written in the
final form

P (y | x) =
exp

{ − kSS(y)
}(

1 − kOOx(y)
)(

1 − kDDx(y)
)

∑
z∈N (x) exp

{ − kSS(z)
}(

1 − kOOx(z)
)(

1 − kDDx(z)
) . (3)

It is worth noting that the site x belongs to the neighbourhood N (x), therefore
the Eq. (3) applies to P (x | x) as well.

3.2 Updating Scheme

The used updating scheme combines the advantages of fully-parallel update
approach, which leads to necessary conflicts, and the asynchronous clocked
scheme [8] enabling the agents to move at different rates.

Each agent carries as his property the own period denoted as τ , which repre-
sents his desired duration between two steps, i.e., the agent desires to be updated
at times t = kτ , k ∈ Z. Such principle enables to model different velocities of
agents, but undesirably suppresses the number of conflicts between agents with
different τ . To prevent this, we suggest to divide the time-line into isochronous
intervals of the length h > 0. During each algorithm step k ∈ Z such agents
are updated, whose desired time of the next actualization lies in the interval[
kh, (k+1)h

)
. A wise choice of the interval length h in dependence on the distri-

bution of τ leads to the restoration of conflicts in the model. It is worth noting
that we use the concept of adaptive time-span, i.e., the time of the desired actu-
alization is recalculated after each update of the agent, since it can be influenced
by the essence of the motion, e.g., diagonal motion leads to a time-penalization,
since it is

√
2 times longer. For more detail see e.g. [5]. This is an advantage over

the probabilistic approach introduced in [1].

3.3 Principle of Bonds

The principle of bonds is closely related to the possibility of choosing an occupied
cell. An agent who chooses an occupied cell builds a bond to the agent sitting in
the chosen cell. This bond lasts until the motion of the blocking agent or until
the next activation of the bonded agent. The idea is that the bonded agents
attempt to enter their chosen cell immediately after it becomes empty.

3.4 Aggressiveness and Solution of Conflicts

The partially synchronous updating scheme of agents leads to the kind of con-
flicts that two ore more agents are trying to enter the same cell. This occurs when
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Fig. 3. Conflict solution for γ1 < γ2. Left: more aggressive wins the conflict over two
less aggressive. Right: the conflict of two more aggressive can resolve by the blocking
of the movement.

more agents choose as their target cell the same cell, or when more agents are
bonded to the same agent, which becomes empty. The mechanism of the conflict
solution is the same in both cases. Each agent carries an information about his
ability to “win” conflicts which is here referred to as aggressiveness and denoted
by letter γ ∈ [0, 1]. The conflict is always won by agents with highest γ.

If there are two or more agents with the highest γ, the friction parameter
μ plays a role. In this article we assume that the higher is the aggressiveness
γ, the less should be the probability that none of the agents wins the conflict.
Therefore, the conflict is not solved with probability μ(1−γ) (none of the agents
move). With complement probability 1 − μ(1 − γ) the conflict resolves to the
motion of one of the agents. This agent is chosen randomly with equal probability
from all agents involved in the conflict having the highest γ. The mechanism of
the friction can be easily modified. An example of conflict solution is depicted
in Fig. 3.

4 Impact of the Aggressiveness Element

The effect of the aggressiveness has been studied by means of the simulation.
Results stressed in this article come from the simulations with parameters given
by Table 1. The values of τ and γ are distributed among agents uniformly and
independently on each other.

The simulation set-up has been designed according to the experiment,
i.e., the room of the size 7.2m × 4.4m has been modelled by the rectangular

Table 1. Values of parameters used for simulation.

kS kO kD h μ τ γ

3.5 1 0.7 0.1 s 0.5 {.25, .4} {0, 1}
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lattice 18 sites long and 11 sites wide. The size of one cell therefore corresponds to
0.4m×0.4m. The exit is placed in the middle of the shorter wall, the open bound-
ary is modelled by a multiple entrance on the opposite wall. New agents are enter-
ing the lattice stochastically with the mean inflow rate α [pedestrians/second].
The inflow rate is a controlled parameter. For more detailed description of the
simulation we refer the reader to [2].

It has been shown that such system evinces the boundary induced phase
transition from the free flow (low number of agents in the lattice) to the conges-
tion regime (high number of pedestrians in the lattice) via the transient phase
(number of pedestrians fluctuating between the low and high value). Therefore,
wise choice of different inflow rates α covering the all three phases, enables us to
study the dependence of the travel time TT on the average number of agents in
the lattice Nmean. When simulating with parameters from Table 1, the correct
choice of inflow rate is α ∈ [1, 3].

Figure 4 shows the dependence of the travel time TT = Tout−Tin on the aver-
age number of agents in the lattice Nmean calculated according to (1). Measured
data consisting of pairs (Nmean, TT ) are aggregated over simulations for inflow
rate values α ∈ {1, 1.5, 1.8, 2.0, 2.3, 2.7, 3.0}; for each inflow α twenty runs of the
simulation were performed. Each run simulates 1000 s of the introduced scenario
starting with empty room. Agents were distributed into four groups according
to their own period τ and aggressiveness γ, namely “fast aggressive” (τ = 0.25,
γ = 1), “fast calm” (τ = 0.25, γ = 0), “slow aggressive” (τ = 0.4, γ = 1), and
“slow calm” (τ = 0.4, γ = 0).

In the graph of the Fig. 4 we can see the average travel time for each group
calculated with respect to the occupancy of the room. It is evident that for
low occupancy up to 10 agents in the room the mean travel time for each group
levels at a value corresponding to the free flow velocity given by the own updating
period. For the occupancy above 20 agents in the lattice, the linear growth of
the mean travel time with respect to Nmean is obvious. Furthermore, the average
travel time for fast-calm corresponds to the travel time of slow aggressive. The
Fig. 4 shows two auxiliary graphs presenting the dependence of TT on Nmean

for systems with homogeneity in γ (left) or in τ (right). From the graphs we
can conclude that the heterogeneity in aggressiveness γ reproduces the desired
variance in the slope of the graph without the non-realistic high variance in free
flow generated by the heterogeneity of own updating frequency.

The influence is even more evident from the graph in Fig. 5 representing a
plot of all travel time entries with respect to the time of the exiting Tout. Right
graph shows the box-plots of the travel time for four groups measured after 500 s
from the initiation, i.e., in the steady state of the system. We can see that in this
view, the aggressiveness plays more important role than the desired velocity of
agents.
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the mean travel time TT on the average occupancy Nmean for
each group of agents. Gray lines represent the quantiles of the travel time regardless
to the groups. Top: heterogeneity in both, γ and τ . Bottom left: heterogeneity in τ .
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

The article introduced a parameter of aggressiveness as an additional character-
istics of agents in the Floor-Field model with adaptive time. This parameter is
understood as an ability to win conflicts. Therefore the heterogeneity of agents
is given by their desired velocity (determined by the own period τ) and their
ability to win conflicts referred to as the aggressiveness.

The simulation study shows that the aggressiveness has significant influence
in the regime with high occupation of the room, i.e., in the dense crowd, and on
the other hand has no effect in the free flow, as desired. The linear dependence of
the travel time on the number of pedestrians in the agents neighbourhood seems
to be a good tool how to measure the ability of agents/pedestrians to push
through the crowd. The independence of this ability on the desired velocity of
agents is very important to mimic the aspect that some “fast” pedestrians can
be significantly slowed down by the crowd while some “slow” pedestrians can
push through the crowd more effectively.

We believe that such feature can be very useful in the simulation of the
evacuation or egress of large complexes as e.g. football stadiums, where the less
aggressive pedestrians (parents with children, fragile women) can be slowed down
and leave the facility significantly later than the average. The model reproduces
this aspect even in the case of the homogeneity in own period τ .

In the future we plan to study this aspect in more detail. Mainly we would like
to focus on the joint distribution of the desired velocity τ and the aggressiveness
γ among the population and study its impact by means of the proposed model.
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